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DATASHEET

Command Your Digital Ecosystem and Supply 

Chain with Third-Party Intelligence

Reduce risk to your digital enterprise with attack surface intelligence 

and dynamic risk scoring for you, peers, partners, third parties, 

industries, and technology dependencies. Relevant intelligence to the 

global attack surface to secure your extended enterprise.

RiskIQ’s Third-Party Intelligence enables security professionals to 

quickly understand the security posture of other organizations of 

interest. Whether monitoring a supply chain, analyzing competitors, 

or investigating potential acquisition targets, RiskIQ quickly surfaces 

valuable insights about an organization’s attack surface.  

RiskIQ Illuminate® Internet Intelligence 
Platform Third-Party Intelligence
Security intelligence to empower n-degree protection worldwide. 

Key Capabilities

• Unified Portfolio for Third-
Party Exposures 

• Risk Metrics and Dynamic 
Severity Scoring

• Attack Surface Insights and 
Priority Threats

• Extend Visibility to 
Thousands of Attack 
Surfaces

Key Benefits 

• Reduce Third-Party Risk

• Identify Real-World Third-
Party Exposures

• Faster, Smarter Threat 
Response and Mitigation

• Safer Digital Ecosystem 
and Supply-Chain 
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IDENTIFY AND MITIGATE THIRD-PARTY RISKS

RiskIQ Illuminate Third-Party Intelligence shows your potential risks and 

vulnerabilities, as well as insights into the infrastructure used by other 

organizations. Monitor digital risk across your third-party portfolio and quickly 

prioritize risks based on automated scoring—machine learning-powered by 

trillions of real-world observations.

Normalize indicators of exposure (IOEs) with common risk scoring, drawn 

directly from trillions of real-world observations of what’s related to you 

and your digital footprint. Dynamically explore and pivot through a third-

party attack surface, seeing which risks and threats matter to you and get 

airtight evidence of protection against global-scale attacks (e.g., SolarWinds 

SUNBURST, Microsoft Exchange Server).  

Enable digital growth and protect dependencies throughout the digital supply 

chain—customers and clouds, employees and websites, partners and portals, 

users and apps. Every digital technology is unmasked and identified for end-to-

end, global protection. 

THIRD-PARTY PORTFOLIO

The Third-Party Portfolio displays all companies monitored by an organization. 

This page shows each monitored company’s associated industry, as well as 

a summary of critical observations. Users can quickly understand the size 

of a company’s footprint and security priorities organized by severity. This 

page provides a quick overview of all monitored organizations for high-level 

comparison and enables users to manage the companies in their Third-Party 

Portfolio. 
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ATTACK SURFACE INTELLIGENCE DASHBOARD

The Attack Surface Intelligence dashboard identifies and prioritizes risks within 

an organization by High, Medium, and Low severity with drill-down abilities. 

Additionally, the dashboard reveals a company’s Attack Surface composition, 

newly added assets, web technologies, cloud adoption, sensitive services, 

compliance, and any connections between your assets and threat intel articles if 

applicable.

RiskIQ identifies organizations’ attack surfaces through proprietary technology 

that discovers Internet-facing assets that belong to an organization based 

on infrastructure connections to some set of initially known assets. Data in 

the dashboard is updated daily based on new observations. This dashboard 

provides specific observations about a company’s attack surface for a real 

understanding of its security posture.


